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ABSTRACT 
A new spectral-variation bound is established for linear operators A and B on 
finite-dimensional vector spaces. This bound is u(A, B) Q c(lA - Bll”“(llAll+ 
IIBII)(“-l)‘” with c < 8. This result affirmatively answers a conjecture of Friedland. 
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
A sharper bound is found for the spectral variation between two opera- 
tors. This bound is sharper than previous ones in that a multiplicative factor 
n, the dimension of the linear space, is replaced with a constant c < 8. 
Friedland [6] conjectured that this factor could be eliminated. 
The argument proceeds as follows. Let A and B be linear operators 
mapping an n-dimensional normed linear space into itself. By using the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem, norm inequalities, and Chebychev polynomials to 
resolve a min-max inequality, an upper bound is established for the mini- 
mum of ]](A - AI)-‘\] along a simple curve in the complex plane. This upper 
bound is a function of ]]A]], the maximum of IAl along the curve, and the 
distance between the end points. 
The spectrum points of A are connected with spectrum points of B by 
the homotopy paths of the spectrum of (1 - t)A + tB as t varies from zero to 
one. These paths cannot cross points where the homotopy operator has an 
inverse. Hence, the inequality ]](A - AI)-‘]]. ]]A - RI] > 1 holds along the 
homotopy paths. 
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Whenever a simple curve spans a distance such that the product of the 
upper bound for the minimum norm of the resolvent times ItA - Bl] is less 
than one, then such a curve cannot be a homotopy path. This maximum 
distance bound for homotopy paths also bounds the spectral variation be- 
tween A and B. Solving the resulting inequality yields the spectral-variation 
bound. 
In several papers, bounds are found for the spectral variation between 
finite-dimensional linear operators as a function of bounds on the norms of 
the operators, the norm of their difference, and the dimension of the space. 
Much of this work is based on establishing bounds for the difference 
between the determinants of the two operators as a function of the potential 
eigenvalue argument A, i.e. on bounds for (det(A - AI)-det(B - AI)] for 
two operators A and B. Such results were started in Ostrowski [q], continued 
by Bhatia and Mukherjea [4] using the Frobenius norm, extended by Bhatia 
and Friedland [2] to the I, norm, and optimized by Friedland [6] for the 
underlying vector norm. 
Elmer [4, 51 presents spectral variation results for the I, norm based on 
geometric considerations. This paper follows Elsner’s presentations in em- 
phasizing geometric considerations and follows Friedland’s result [6] in 
having the generality of applying to any normed linear space. 
The following definitions are useful in this paper. Let U be an n-dimen- 
sional space over the complex numbers, let I(* 11 be a norm, let I[*[1 be the 
corresponding inherited operator norm, and let A and B be linear operators 
mapping U into itself. Let their spectra be a(A) = {A,, . . . , A,) and a(B) = 
(CL ,, . . . , p,). The follo wing three nonnegative constants are defined between 
these two-spectra, the last being a metric: 
S,(B) = max minlh, - ~~1, 
i j 
and 
v(A, B) = min maxIhi - F~(~J, 
7l E 
where the minimum is taken over all permutations rr of {1,2, 
The Cayley-Hamilton theory for A is simply 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
n). 
(1.4) 
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1. BOUNDING THE RESOLVENT WITH THE 
CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM 
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem is restated and the resulting equation is 
manipulated to obtain bounds for ll(A - AZ)-‘11 as a function of h’s distance 
to the spectral points of A. An intermediate step shows that a polynomial 
expression in A - AZ divided by the determinant of A - AZ equals (A - 
AZ)- ‘. 
LEMMA 1. 
(llAll+ 14) 
> /(A - AZ)-‘11 where di = IA - hiI. (2.1) 
Proof. Set p,(A) for i = 0,. . . , n SO that X;=‘=,pi(AXA - AZ)’ = ll;==,(A 
- AZ +(A - Ai)Z) holds, and set 9,(A) for i = 0,. . . , n so that C;=09i(A)(llAll 
+ IAl)” = ll~z’=l(llAll+ IAl)+ IA - Ai/) holds. As a result, each p,(A) is a poly- 
nomial in A and each 9&A) is the sum of products of IA - Ail. Because 9i(A) 
is the sum of products of the absolute values of the same numbers forming 
p,(A), we have q,(A)2 lpi(A). This along with jlAll+ IAl > IIA - AIll gener- 
ates the following inequality on applying term-by-term comparison: 
” 
= C 9i(‘)(llAll+ IAl)’ 
i=l 
> f pi(A)(A - AZ)” 
II i=l I/ 
= i~~(A-AZ+(‘-h,)Z)-i~~(l 
II 
- Ai)Z . 
II 
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Now consider 
i=O i=O 
llAll+ I4 
n 
= C 9i(A)(IlAIl+ IJV)~-’ 
i=l 
> i pi(A)(A - Al)‘-’ 
II i=l /I 
=ll i (A-AI)-’ i~l[A-AZ+(A-A~)~]-~~l(A--di)Z)l~~ (2.2) 
This again is established by term-by-term comparison. The powers of [IAll+ 
IAl are reduced by one by dividing by [IAll + I AI, and correspondingly the 
powers of A - AI are reduced by one by applying (A - AI)- ‘. 
Note here, for later reference (Lemma 2), that the left-hand side of (2.2) 
is a polynomial expression in IIAll+ IAl with nonnegative coefficients. This is 
true because the zeroth-order coefficient of the numerator is zero (because it 
is subtracted off) and all of its higher-order coefficients are nonnegative. 
Introducing the variable A into the Cayley-Hamilton equation (1.4) yields 
” 
,G (A - AI + (A - A$) = 0. (2.3) 
Consider now the equality obtained from (2.3) by subtracting the constant 
term nF=i(A - Ai)z from both sides and then applying (A - AI)-‘: 
(A-AI)-’ fi[~-AI+(A-h,)z]- fi(~-~,)z 
i=l i=l 
=-(A-Az))‘fii(~-A,)z. (2.4) 
i=l 
Using the norm bound derived for the last formula in (2.2) and substituting 
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di for each IA - hii results in 
i~I(I141+I’l+d,)- IfId, 
i=l 
IIAII + I4 
> jnldil[(A - AI)-‘11. (2.5) 
Dividing by the product n:=,di results in (2.1). n 
The next lemma establishes an upper bound for the minimum obtained 
by ll(A - AZ)-‘11 with A constrained to lie on a curve in the complex plane. 
LEMMA 2. Let r be a simple curve in the complex plane connecting the 
points a and b. Then 
2’“-l 
I 
/IAll+ y=ylAl+ la - hi)“- la - bj”) 
( llAll+ ygylAI)Ia - W’ 
> y$A - AZ)-‘11. (2.6) 
Proof Since the right-hand side of (2.1) is a polynomial expression in 
llAll+ IAl with nonnegative coefficients, [[All+ IAl can be bounded by llAll+ 
maxher 1 Al, which for simplicity in the proof is denoted by M. This results in 
(2.7) 
The only variables remaining on the left-hand side of (2.7) are the di’s. 
Two simultaneous remappings of the union of the points of the curve r and 
the spectrum of A are now considered. Observe, by considering (2.7), that 
remapping both r and {hi):=, in a manner that can only decrease each di’s 
for each point of r, can only increase the left-hand side of (2.7) and hence 
sharpen the inequality (2.7). Th us, the new minimum for each new remap of 
I? is at least as great as the left-hand side of (2.7) and hence also bounds the 
minimum for the resolvent. 
Consider now the two-step remapping procedure. First, project IY and 
the Ai’s onto the extended line segment that goes through [a, b]. Every 
resultant new di is either the same or reduced, for this projection obviates 
that component of each di which is perpendicular to the line segment [a, b]. 
Let e and f be the lower and upper extreme points of the projected set 
of r. Because of continuity considerations, e < a and b < f in the direction 
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going from a to b. Next, map the projected points onto the line segment 
[a, b] by the linear mapping that takes e to a and f to b. This is a 
contractive mapping and generates new resultants di that again are the same 
or reduced. Hence, the new minimum still bounds the resolvent. 
Finally, if the images of any spectrum points of A are still below a, bring 
them up to a, and correspondingly, if the images of any spectrum points of A 
are above b, bring them down to b. This remapping increases the resulting 
minimum, and hence a bound is maintained for the resolvent. 
This yields 
By rewriting each product factor h4/ 1~ - ,uII+ 1 as (M + 1~ - pLiI)/ 1~ - pj( 
and replacing the term I/J_ - /.~r 1 in the numerator with the larger la - bl, the 
new inequality follows: 
(M + la - bl)” - la - by 
IP - Pil ii 
> ?$A - AZ)-‘/. 
(2.9) 
The quantity maxhi ,[,,~,l(min,, t[a ~J~ l/ff;=rlp - piI) equals the reciprocal 
Of 
min 
i 
max fIlP_Pil . 
/.&,EIO,bl CL,E[U,Bl i=l 1 
This minmax quantity is the familiar one obtained in fitting Chebyshev 
polynomials to zn over the interval [a, b]. The well-known bound for this 
quantity is la - bin/22”-’ (Henrici [8, pp. 193-1951). Substituting this 
bound in (2.9) yields the lemma. n 
Theorem 1.0 is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.0. Let A, B be two linear operators mapping un n-dimen- 
sional vector space U into itself. Then 
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where II*11 is the inherited operator norm and where 6 = II A - B II. Further- 
more, 
v(A, B) < min(8.2- ““IIA - Bll”“(ll4l+ IIBII)l-l’n~ llAll+ IIBII). (2.11) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that [IAll < IIBII. 
A review of homotopy arguments is useful here. It is well known that the 
operator (l- t)A + tB has no spectrum points for any A satisfying llA - BII. 
ll(A - AZ)-‘/\ < 1 as t goes from 0 to 1. This result is clear by observing the 
factorization of the operator as (A - AZ)[Z+(A - AZ)-‘*t*(B - A)] and not- 
ing that bo:h factors have inverses. The natural converse of this observation 
is that all the spectrum points of (l- t)A + tB for t E [O, 11 are contained in 
the set 
a= (zIIIA - Bll.ll(A -zZ)-‘I[> 1 and Izl Q IlBll). 
Since the spectrum points of the operator are continuous functions of t, 
the entire path of each spectrum point is contained in a single component of 
R. Thus, the problem of bounding u(A, B) is reducible to the problem of 
finding an upper bound for the maximum distance between points of the 
same component of a. 
Let a and b be any two points in the same component of 0, and let I 
be a curve connecting them. Then, Lemma 2 demonstrates that 
22”-1[(]lAI~+ llBll+ la - bl)“- la - bl”] 
(llAll+ IIW)b - W 
> EiII(A - AZ)-‘11. 
Since A at a minimum is also a member of R, this larger term can be 
substituted into the first inequality defining Sz, yielding 
IIA - BII 
22”-1(llAll+ llBll+ la - bl)” -la - bl”) 
(llAll+ llBllh - W 
21. 
This inequality implicitly bounds la - bl. First characterize the inequality 
as S[(R + x)” - r”]/Itr” > 1. Manipulate this to S.(R + x1” a(R + S)rn. 
Discard the trivial case when llAll+ llBl[ or, equivalently, R equals zero. The 
largest possible x satisfying this inequality is the unique positive solution of 
the resulting equation by replacing the inequality sign with equality. That 
resulting equation is solved by taking the nth root of both sides and then 
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solving for x, yielding x = R /(cl+ R /S)“” - 1). Dividing the numerator 
and denominator by (R/S>“” yields (2.10). 
For the second inequality, by examining the first derivative one con- 
cludes that the expression R /[cl+ R/S>“” - l] is a strictly increasing 
function of S (i.e. (]A - B]]), it equals zero when S equals zero, and it equals 
R when 1+ R/S = 2”. Since R, in this context, equals l]All+ 1lB]l, which is a 
natural bound for v(A, B), having S go beyond R /(2” - 1) is superfluous. 
Consider another factorization of the equation, viz. 
(S/R +l)l’” -(S/R)““’ 
It will now be shown that (S/R + l)l”’ -(S/R)“” > i when S E [O, R /(2” 
-l)]. The denominator is a strictly decreasing function of S. Hence, its 
smallest value is obtained at S = R /(2, - 1). Noting that the first term 
[I/(2n - 1) + 11”” equals 2[1/(2” - l)]l’” at this point, one has that the 
denominator equals 
1 1 
i i 
l/n 
2 1-1/2n 
This quantity equals one when n equals one, is strictly decreasing with 
increasing n, and approaches i monotonically. Thus, (2.11) holds. W 
REMARK 1. The inequality (2.11) confirms a conjecture of Friedland [6]. 
REMARK 2. Those results in Elsner [4, 51 and Friedland [6] that rely on 
bounding h,(B) and h,(A) cannot be improved by these Chebyshev-poly- 
nomial techniques, because the framework for applying such results is 
discarded by bounding these quantities. 
REMARK 3. One can make a slight improvement in this result by 
observing that the curve connecting spectrum points of A and B always 
starts at a zero of a fitting Chebyshev polynomial because it starts at a 
spectrum point of A. 
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